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Steel Reinforcing Mesh Riser 
The NEW Waffle Pod Mesh Rail has been designed as replacement for the 25/40 bar 

chairs which have been around for as long as waffle pods. The MESH RAIL features 

save time, save labour and save money. The features of our patent pending design are 

unique and are a leap forward from the old style bar chairs. The MESH RAIL is just 

what the industry has been waiting for.  
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in Victoria, NSW and SA 

Waffle Pod Mesh Rail 

 LIVE HINGE SPEAR 

The LIVE HINGE SPEAR is designed to easily penetrate the top of the waffle 

pod with minimal pressure. The LIVE HINGE closes when pushed into to pod 

and opens once the pod top is penetrated, locking the MESH RAIL onto the 

pod. Once the LIVE HINGE is locked in, it will not move, even when steel 

reinforcing mesh is dragged over the top of it. 

 INTERFERENCE FIT LOCKING LUGS 

The INTERFERENCE FIT LOCKING LUGS are designed to easily and 

quickly lock together where longer Mesh Rail might be required. The     

standard length of our Mesh Rail is 280mm which in the majority of cases 

only requires 2 Mesh Rails per pod, saving on money and materials. Where a 

longer Mesh Rail is desired, they can be easily joined to extend the length in        

increments of 280mm to 560mm to 840mm and beyond. 

 MESH SLIDER 

The 45 degree MESH SLIDER allows mesh to be dragged over the rails with 

minimal effort. Once the Mesh Rails are positioned on the pods with the 

slides all facing in the same direction, the steel mesh can be dragged over 

the Rails and placed into position without any concern of the mesh fouling or 

getting caught on the rails, saving time and money. 
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